
Dining, Entertaining, Food & Beverage 

The Head Chef is one of Silent Waters’ greatest prizes. From his state‐of‐the‐art commercial 

kitchen and grill, he creates a repertoire of artistically presented Continental, Nouveau and 

Caribbean cuisine. The primary dining area can be glass enclosed or open. Reached by stone 

stepping pods, the dining pavilion is located in a wrap‐around reflecting pool and has a 

330‐degree view of Montego Bay and the sea as well as the beautiful grounds. The dining table 

is a rare rainbow‐colored 15‐foot slab of Brazilian granite. 

For more casual dining, the Gazebo (also in the reflecting pool) commands a 360‐degree view 

and can accommodate nine guests for seated meals. 

A spacious bar and entertainment area around the pool enable hosting of an intimate cocktail 

party ... seated dinner for 50 guests ... or a gala al fresco cocktail party for 100 guests or more. 

Event costs vary depending on menu and guest count. 

Food and Beverage: 

Guests may choose a prepaid gourmet meal plan or a grocery option. With either option we will 

work with you to determine the types of delicious meals you would like during your stay, as well 

as discuss any allergies and/or special dietary needs. Please note that wine, liquor, soft drinks and 

bottled water must be purchased from Silent Waters' liquor, wine and beverage inventory. All 

beverages (and fresh fruit used at the bar) are charged separately and billed at the end of the stay. 

Additional charges apply for cocktail parties and other guest-hosted events. (Note that Silent 

Waters will require a credit card from the lead person upon arrival which will be blocked for pre-

authorization of estimated charges for beverages and other incidentals.) 

PREPAID GOURMET MEAL PLAN: With the prepaid gourmet meal plan the chef will 

prepare breakfast, lunch, pre-dinner hors d'oeuvres and dinner based on the elegant gourmet 

menus. The cost for this gourmet meal plan is $115 per adult per day and $57.50 per child (ages 

3-12) per day (rates do not include 10% Jamaican Government Consumption Tax). Children 

under 3 are complimentary. In lieu of lunch at the villa, boxed lunches can be provided for day 

trips. 

GROCERY OPTION: If choosing the grocery option, plan to pay for groceries locally in cash. 

A typical grocery budget is about $100-$110 per adult per day and young children about $45-$55 

per child per day depending upon the type of menus selected. Shrimp, lobster and imported 

meats or large quantities of other food items will increase the budget (lobster is out of season 

April 1 - June 30 and, therefore, is unavailable during that period). Note that if choosing the 

grocery option, a fee of $12.50 per person per day will be charged for food acquisition and 

preparation. A pre-payment of $1,500 will also be required for pre-stocking of groceries for the 

first 1-1/2 days of the stay. 

Beverage Policy: 



Please note that wine, liquor, soft drinks and bottled water are purchased from Silent Waters' 

liquor, wine and beverage inventory and are billed separately, as well as fresh fruit used at the 

bar. 

Silent Waters has their own stocked bar on property and guests are not permitted to bring in their 

own alcohol or wine. All alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages are provided by the villa and are 

charged based on consumption and billed at the end of the stay. 

Prior to arrival at Silent Waters the beverage lists should be completed and returned to your 

Villa/Concierge Specialist so that the villa will be fully prepared and well stocked upon arrival. 

 


